AbstractÐArray operations are used in a large number of important scientific codes, such as molecular dynamics, finite element methods, climate modeling, etc. To implement these array operations efficiently, many methods have been proposed in the literature. However, the majority of these methods are focused on the two-dimensional arrays. When extended to higher dimensional arrays, these methods usually do not perform well. Hence, designing efficient algorithms for multidimensional array operations becomes an important issue. In this paper, we propose a new scheme, extended Karnaugh map representation (EKMR), for the multidimensional array representation. The main idea of the EKMR scheme is to represent a multidimensional array by a set of two-dimensional arrays. Hence, efficient algorithm design for multidimensional array operations becomes less complicated. To evaluate the proposed scheme, we design efficient algorithms for multidimensional array operations, matrix-matrix addition/subtraction and matrix-matrix multiplications, based on the EKMR and the traditional matrix representation (TMR) schemes. Both theoretical analysis and experimental test for these array operations were conducted. Since Fortran 90 provides a rich set of intrinsic functions for multidimensional array operations, in the experimental test, we also compare the performance of intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and those based on the EKMR scheme. The experimental results show that the algorithms based on the EKMR scheme outperform those based on the TMR scheme and those provided by the Fortran 90 compiler.
INTRODUCTION
A RRAY operations are used in a large number of important scientific codes, such as molecular dynamics [10] , finite-element methods [16] , climate modeling [33] , etc. To implement these array operations efficiently, many methods have been proposed in the literature. For example, for two-dimensional arrays, by applying the loop repermutation [4] , [28] to reorder the memory accesses for array elements of certain operations, we can obtain better performance. However, the majority of these methods are focused on the two-dimensional arrays. When extended to higher dimensional arrays, these methods usually do not perform well. The reason is that one usually uses the traditional matrix representation (TMR) that is also known as canonical data layouts [8] to represent higher dimensional arrays. In the TMR scheme, a threedimensional array of size S Â R Â Q can be viewed as five R Â Q two-dimensional arrays. This scheme has two drawbacks for higher dimensional array operations. First, the costs of index computations of array elements for array operations increase as the dimension increases. Second, the cache miss rate for array operations increases as the dimension increases due to more cache lines accessed. Hence, multidimensional arrays represented by the TMR scheme become less manageable and difficult for programmers to design efficient algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a new scheme called extended Karnaugh map representation (EKMR) for the multidimensional array representation. The main idea of the EKMR scheme is to represent a multidimensional array by a set of twodimensional arrays. This scheme is suitable for the multidimensional dense or sparse array. Hence, efficient algorithm design for multidimensional arrays based on the EKMR scheme becomes less complicated. To evaluate the proposed scheme, we design efficient algorithms for multidimensional array operations, matrix-matrix addition/subtraction and matrix-matrix multiplications, based on the EKMR and the TMR schemes. Both theoretical analysis and experimental testing for these array operations were conducted. From the theoretical analysis and experimental results, we can see that array operations based on the EKMR scheme outperform those based on the TMR scheme. The reasons are two-fold. First, the EKMR scheme can decrease the costs of index computations of array elements for array operations because it uses a set of two-dimensional arrays to represent a higher dimensional array. Second, the cache miss rate for array operations based on the EKMR scheme is less than that based on the TMR scheme because the number of cache lines accessed by array operations based on the EKMR scheme is less than that based on the TMR scheme. Since Fortran 90 provides a rich set of intrinsic functions for multidimensional array operations in the experimental test, we also compare the performance of intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and those based on the EKMR scheme. The experimental results show that algorithms based on the EKMR scheme outperform those provided by the Fortran 90 compiler. We also present a transformation scheme called matrix transformation method (MTM) for conversion between the TMR and the EKMR schemes. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief survey of related work will be presented. Section 3 will describe the EKMR scheme and the MTM for multidimensional arrays. Section 4 will present efficient algorithms for multidimensional array operations based on the EKMR scheme. We also analyze the costs for these algorithms based on the TMR and the EKMR schemes in this section. The experimental results will be given in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Many methods for improving array computation have been proposed in the literature. Carr et al. [4] , [28] presented a comprehensive approach to improving data locality by using loop transformations, such as loop permutation, loop reversal, etc. They demonstrated that these transformations are useful for optimizing many array programs. They also proposed an algorithm called LoopCost to analyze and construct the cost models for variable loop orders of array operations. The cost model computes both temporal and spatial reuse of cache lines in order to select the best loop orders of array operations for data locality.
Kandemir et al. [17] , [18] proposed a compiler technique to perform loop and data layout transformations to solve the global optimization problem on sequential and multiprocessor machines. The scope of their work focuses on dense array programs. They use loop transformations to find the best loop order of an array operation. They also use a data layout transformation scheme to change the data layout of an array, such as from the row-major data layout to the column-major data layout, and improve the performance of array operations. However, it is difficult to change the data layout of an array in programming languages, such as C and Fortran. Therefore, their work focused on finding the best loop order of an array operation to solve the global optimization problems. O'Boyle and Knijnenburg [29] presented a new algebraic framework to combine loop and data layout transformations. By integrating loop and data layout transformations, any poor spatial locality and expensive array subscripts can be eliminated. Sularycke and Ghose [31] proposed a simple sequential loop interchange algorithm that can produce a better performance than existing algorithms for array multiplication.
Chatterjee et al. [7] examined two nonlinear data layout functions (4D and Morton) for two-dimensional arrays with the tiling scheme that promises improved performance at low cost. They focus on dense matrix codes for which loop tiling is an appropriate means of high-level control flow restructuring to improve locality. In [6] , they further examined the combination of five recursive data layout functions (various forms of Morton and Hilbert) with the tiling scheme for three parallel matrix multiplication algorithms. They indicate that these data layout functions with the tiling scheme for two-dimensional dense arrays can be extended to those for multidimensional dense arrays. They also indicate that the performance of array operations for multidimensional dense arrays based on these data layout functions with the tiling scheme is efficient.
Coleman and McKinley [9] presented a new algorithm TSS for choosing problem-size dependent tile size based on the cache size and cache line size for a direct-mapped cache.
The TSS algorithm can eliminate both capacity and selfinterference misses and reduces cross-interference misses. By integrating the TSS algorithm into array programs, we can improve the cache utilization and the performance of array operations. Wolf and Lam [34] proposed an algorithm that improves the locality of a loop nest by transforming the code via interchange, reversal, skewing, and tiling. In [24] , they also presented a comprehensive analysis of the performance of blocked code on machines with caches. They have developed a model for understanding the cache behavior of blocked code. Through the model, they demonstrate that this cache behavior is highly dependent on the way in which a matrix interferes with itself in the cache, which in turn depends heavily on the stride of the accesses. Frens and Wise [15] presented a simple recursive algorithm with the quad-tree decomposition of matrices that has outperformed hand-optimized BLAS3 matrix multiplication. The use of quad-trees or oct-trees is known in parallel computing [2] for improving both load balance and locality. Carter et al. [5] focused on using hierarchical tiling to exploit superscalar-pipelined processor. The hierarchical tiling is a framework for applying known tiling methods to ease the burden on several compiler phases that are traditionally treated separately, such as scalar replacement, register allocation, generation of message passing calls, and storage mapping.
Callahan et al. [3] presented a source-to-source transformation scheme called scalar replacement. This scheme finds opportunities for reuse of subscripted variables and replaces the references involved by references to temporary scalar variables. In addition, they use transformations to improve the overall effectiveness of scalar replacement and apply these transformations in a variety of loop nest types.
Kotlyar et al. [20] , [21] , [22] presented a relational algebra-based framework for compiling efficient sparse array code from dense DO-Any loops and a specified sparse array. Fraguela et al. [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] analyzed the cache effects for the array operations. They established the cache probabilistic model and modeled the cache behavior for sparse array operations. Kebler and Smith [19] described a system, SPARAMAT, for concept comprehension that is particularly suitable for sparse array codes. Their automatic program comprehension techniques for sparse array codes can be used in a sequential or a parallel environment. Ziantz et al. [35] proposed a runtime optimization technique that can be applied to a compressed row storage array for array distribution and off-processor data fetching in order to reduce both the communication and computation time.
THE iuw AND w w SCHEMES
In the following, we use TMR(n) for the TMR scheme of an n-dimensional array, EKMR(n) for the EKMR scheme of an n-dimensional array, and MTM(S, D, n) for the matrix transformation method of TMR(n) and EKMR(n), where S and D are the source and the destination representation schemes, respectively. We describe the EKMR and TMR schemes based on the row-major data layout (the v w layout function used in [8] ). However, with some indexing changes, the EKMR and TMR schemes are also suitable for the column-major data layout (the v gw layout function used in [8] ).
The EKMR and MTM Schemes for Three-and
Four-Dimensional Arrays
In the EKMR scheme, a multidimensional array is represented by a set of two-dimensional arrays. The idea of the EKMR scheme is based on the Karnaugh map. The Karnaugh map technique is a method for minimizing a Boolean expression, usually aided by a rectangular map of the value of the expression for all possible input values. Input values are arranged in a Gray code. Fig. 1 shows examples of n-input Karnaugh maps, for n IY F F F Y R. It is clear that an n-input Karnaugh map uses n variables to reserve memory storage and represent all the P n possible combinations. For 1-input Karnaugh map in Fig. 1a , we can use a variable X as a vector to store two (P I ) combinations. For the 2-input Karnaugh map in Fig. 1b , we can use two variables X and Y as a two-dimensional array (X: row, Y: column) to store four (P P ) combinations. For the 3-input Karnaugh map in Fig. 1c , we can use three variables X, Y, and Z as a two-dimensional array (X: row, {Y, Z}: column) to store eight (P Q ) combinations. For the 4-input Karnaugh map in Fig. 1d , we can use four variables X, Y, Z, and W as a two-dimensional array ({X, Y}: row, {Z, W}: column) to store 16 (P R ) combinations. When n is less than or equal to 4, an n-input Karnaugh map can be drawn on a plane easily, that is, it can be represented by a two-dimensional array. Consequently, we use the concept of the Karnaugh map to represent the EKMR scheme. When n I, the EKMR(1) (1-input Karnaugh map) is simply a onedimensional array. Similarly, when n P, the EKMR(2) (2-input Karnaugh map) is the traditional two-dimensional array. Therefore, the EKMR(n) has the same representation as the TMR(n) for n I and 2. We now consider the EKMR(3) and the EKMR(4) schemes.
The EKMR(3) and MTM(S, D, 3)
Let ekij denote a three-dimensional array based on the TMR(3). Fig. 2a shows a three-dimensional array based on the TMR(3) with a size of Q Â R Â S. In practice, a multidimensional array is stored in a linear memory address space for programming languages that support multidimensional arrays. Programming languages map the array index space into the linear memory address. Therefore, array ekij can be presented by the row-major data layout function
or the column-major data layout function
The v w kY iY jY QY RY S (v gw kY iY jY QY RY S) is the memory location of the array element in the third dimension k, row i, and column j relative to the starting memory location of the array with a size of Q Â R Â S.
According to the 3-input Karnaugh map, a threedimensional array based on the TMR(3) can be presented by a two-dimensional array based on the EKMR(3). The corresponding EKMR(3) of array A [3] [4] [5] , is shown in (3) is represented by a two-dimensional array with the size of R Â Q Â S. The EKMR(3) can also be represented by the row-major data layout function v
The basic difference between the TMR(3) and the EKMR(3) is the placement of elements along the direction indexed by k. In the EKMR(3), we use the index variable i H to indicate the row direction and the index variable j H to indicate the column direction. Notice that the index variable i H is the same as the index variable i, whereas the index variable j H is a combination of the index variables j and k (the index variable i H is a combination of the index variables i and k and the index variable j H is the same as index variable j in the column-major data layout).
The analogy between the EKMR(3) and the 3-input Karnaugh map is that the index variables i, j, and k are corresponding to the variables X, Y, and Z, respectively (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 1c) . A more concrete example based on the row-major data layout is given in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3a , a threedimensional array based on the TMR(3) with a size of Q Â R Â S in a 2D view (three R Â S two-dimensional arrays) is shown. Its corresponding EKMR(3) with a size of R Â IS is given in Fig. 3b .
denote a three-dimensional array based on the TMR(3) with a size of r Â p Â q, where p, q, and r are index variables along the row, column, and the third dimension. Let e H i H j H denote the array based on the EKMR(3) corresponding to array A. From previous discussion, we have that e H is a two-dimensional array of size p Â r Â q. Assume that arrays A and e H are stored in the row-major data layout. For arrays A and e H , they can be presented by v w kY iY jY rY pY q k Â p Â q i Â q j and v 
We can apply the MTM(S,D, 3) to translate a threedimensional array based on the TMR(3) to a twodimensional array based on the EKMR(3) and vice versa. 
The EKMR(4) and MTM(S, D, 4)
Let elkij denote a four-dimensional array with a size of P Â Q Â R Â S based on the TMR(4). Array A can be presented by the row-major data layout function
or the column-major data layout function The way to obtain the EKMR(4) based on the 4-input Karnaugh map is similar to that of the EKMR(3). Fig. 4 illustrates a corresponding EKMR(4) of array ePQRS with a size of P Â R Â Q Â S. The EKMR (4) can also be represented by the row-major data layout function
The basic difference between the TMR(4) and the EKMR (4) is the placement of elements along the direction indexed by l and k. In the EKMR (4), we also use the index variable i H to indicate the row direction and the index variable j H to indicate the column direction. Notice that the index variable i H is a combination of the index variables l and I and the index variable j H is a combination of the index variables j and k (the index variable i H is a combination of the index variables i and k and the index variable j H is a combination of the index variables j and l in the column-major data layout).
be a four-dimensional array based on the TMR(4) with a size of s Â r Â p Â q, where the index variable l indicates the fourth dimension with a size of s. Let e H i H j H be the corresponding array based on the EKMR(4), which is of the size of s Â p Â r Â q. Assume that arrays A and e H are stored in the row-major data layout. For arrays A and e H , they can be presented by
The MTM(S, D, 4) is defined as the mapping function of v w lY kY iY jY sY rY pY q and v
given as follows (the w wY hY R in column-major data layout can be obtained in a similar way):
The iuwn and w wY hY n
Based on the EKMR(4), we can generalize our result to the n-dimensional array. In general, we can use P nÀR 4-input Karnaugh maps to represent an n-input n ! R one. Similarly, we can use a set of the EKMR(4) to construct the EKMR(n). Assume that there is an n-dimensional array with a size of m along each dimension, i.e., an m n array based on the TMR(n). Since the EKMR(n) can be represented by m nÀR EKMR(4), we need a structure to link all arrays based on the EKMR(4). Here, we use a one-dimensional array X with a size of m nÀR to link these EKMR(4). By applying a data layout function, such as the row-major data layout function or the column-major data layout function, we can determine the one-to-one mapping between X and m nÀR EKMR (4) . Assume that there is a six-dimensional
with a size of Q Â P Â P Â Q Â R Â S based on the TMR(6). Fig. 5 shows the corresponding EKMR(6), represented by six Q Â P arrays based on the EKMR(4) each with a size of P Â R Â Q Â S, of array Fig. 5 , a one-dimensional array X with a size of six is used to link these EKMR (4) . If the row-major data layout function is used for the array, H, I, P, Q, R, and S are linked to EKMR(4) Let em nÀR m nÀQ F F F m I lkij be an n-dimensional array in the TMR(n) with a size of 
For array e H m nÀR Ym nÀQ YFFFYm I i H j H , it can be presented by the row-major data layout function
The w wY hY n is defined as the mapping function of
and is given as follows (the w wY hY n in the columnmajor data layout can be obtained in a similar way):
COMPARISONS OF THE TMR AND EKMR SCHEMES
The TMR and the EKMR are both representation schemes for multidimensional arrays. Different data layout functions can be applied to them to get different data layouts. To compare the TMR and the EKMR schemes, we design algorithms of multidimensional array operations, matrixmatrix addition/subtraction, and matrix-matrix multiplication, according to the row-major data layout function for both schemes. Algorithms based on the column-major data layout function can be obtained by changing the order of array indices. Based on these algorithms, we analyze their theoretical performance. We do not consider algorithms based on the recursive data layout functions [6] , [7] . The reason is that, how to select a recursive data layout function, such that a multidimensional array operation algorithm based on the TMR scheme has the best performance, is an open question [6] , [7] . In the following, we will first present algorithms for three-dimensional arrays. Then, extend them to higher dimensional arrays.
Matrix-Matrix Addition/Subtraction Algorithms
Let A and B be two n Â n Â n three-dimensional arrays based on the wQ. The algorithm for g e AE f based on the wQ can be illustrated as follows:
for j HY j`nY j 4.
gkij ekij AE fkij; end of matrix-matrix addition/subtraction wQ Let e H and f H be the corresponding arrays of A and B based on the iuwQ. The algorithm for g H e H AE f H based on the iuwQ is given as follows, where a dummy variable r is used for summation over the j
Algorithm matrix-matrix_addition/subtraction_iuwQ 1. r n Â n; 2.
F F F /*From loop m nÀR to loop m I */ n À Q.
for l HY l`mY l n À P. . for k HY k`mY k n À I. .
for i HY i`mY i n.
.
Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Algorithms
Let A and B be two n Â n Â n three-dimensional arrays. An algorithm of the matrix-matrix multiplication g e Â f based on the wQ in ustw order is depicted as follows:
Algorithm matrix-matrix_multiplication_KIJM_order_TMR(3)
1. for k HY k`nY k 2.
for i HY i`nY i 3.
for m HY m`nY m 5.
gkij gkij ekim Â fkmj; end_of_matrix-matrix_multiplication_ustw_order_ wQ By using the w wY hY Q, we can translate the algorithm for g e Â f based on the wQ to the naive algorithm for g H e H Â f H based on the iuwQ. The naive algorithm for g H e H Â f H based on the iuwQ is given as follows:
Algorithm matrix-matrix_multiplication_row-major order_iuwQ 1. for i HY i`nY i 2.
for j HY j`nY j 3.
v j Â n; 4.
r m Â n; 6.
for k HY k`nY k 7. g H ik r g H ik r e H ik v Â f H jk rY end_of_matrix-matrix_multiplication_row-major order_iuwQ There are two advantages for the row-major order algorithm of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the iuwQ. First, the row-major order algorithm can decrease the access numbers of different elements in array f H . Second, the structure of iuwQ can aggregate array elements that have the same values of index variables j and i. These array elements in array e H will be operated with the same array element in array f H . Therefore, the cache miss rate for array operations based on the iuwQ may be less than that based on the wQ. The algorithms for the matrix-matrix multiplication based on the wn and the iuwn is given as follows: for l HY l`mY l n À P.
for k HY k`mY k n À I. .
for j HY j`mY j 5.
v j Â m; 6.
for l HY l`mY l 7.
w t l; 8.
u l v; 9.
for m H HY m H`m Y m H 10.
r m H Â m; 11.
for k HY k`mY k 12.
g 
Theoretical Analysis
In the following, we analyze the theoretical performance for algorithms presented in this section in two aspects, the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators and the cache effect. For the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators, we analyze the numbers of the addition/subtraction/multiplication operators for the index computations of array elements and array operations in these algorithms. In this aspect, we use the full indexing cost for each array element to analyze the performance of algorithms based on the TMR and EKMR schemes. It is no doubt that the compiler optimization techniques do achieve incremental addressing. However, we do not consider any compiler optimization technique in the theoretical analysis. The reason is that it is difficult to analyze the effects of compiler optimization techniques since the effects of the optimization may depend on the addressing mode of a machine, the way to write the programs, the efficiency of the optimization techniques, etc. To see the optimization effects, in the experimental tests, we will show both results for all C programs with and without compiler optimization techniques.
To analyze the cache effect, an algorithm called LoopCost that was proposed by Carr et al. [4] , [28] is used to compute the costs of various loop orders of an array operation. In the algorithm, LoopCost(l) is the number of cache line accessed by the innermost loop l. The value of LoopCost(l) reflects the cache miss rate. The smaller the LoopCost(l), the smaller the cache miss rate. According to LoopCost(l), the best loop orders with a specific innermost loop lcan be determined. In the analysis, we assume that the cache line size used in algorithm LoopCost is r.
Costs of Matrix-Matrix Addition/Subtraction Algorithms
A. The Costs of Addition/Subtraction/Multiplication Operators. Algorithms for matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the wQ in KIJ order and the iuwQ were described in Section 4.1. Assume that A and B are two m Â m Â m three-dimensional arrays based on the wQ and that e H and f H are the corresponding arrays of A and B based on the iuwQ with the size of m Â m P . For arrays A and e H , they can be presented by
respectively. Assume that the cost for an addition/subtraction operator and a multiplication operator is and , respectively. For the wQ and the iuwQ, the cost of index computation of an array element is Q P and , respectively. Similarly, for the wR and the iuwR, the cost of index computation of an array element is T Q and , respectively. Assume that em nÀR m nÀQ F F F m I lkij nd fm nÀR m nÀQ F F F m I lkij are two m n n-dimensional arrays and e 
respectively. For the wn and the iuwn, where n ! S, the cost of index computation of an array element is nnÀI P n À I and P P, respectively. Therefore, we can see that the cost of index computations of array elements based on the EKMR scheme is less than that based on the TMR scheme. The reason is that the iuwn is presented by a set of two-dimensional arrays.
For the matrix-matrix addition/subtraction algorithm based on the wQ, there are three arrays A, B, and C involved in an addition/subtraction operation. The costs of index computations of array elements and the array operation are W Tm Q and m Q , respectively. In the matrix-matrix addition/subtraction algorithm based on the iuwQ, there are three arrays e H , f H , and g H involved in an addition/subtraction operation. Besides, there is an extra cost for the cost of array operations to compute the value of r in the algorithm. The costs of index computations of array elements and array operations are Q Qm Q and m Q , respectively. Table 1 shows the costs of index computations of array elements and array operations for algorithms of matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the TMR(n) and the EKMR(n). In Table 1 , the improved rate is defined as follows:
Since the cost of is much larger than that of for the improved rate in Table 1 , we only consider the effect of . From Table 1 , we can see that the costs of index computations of array elements and array operations for algorithms of matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the iuwn are less than those based on the wn. In Table 1 , for n Q and 4, the improved rate increases as the size m increases. For n ! S, the improved rate is I À R n P Àn Â IHH that is independent of the size m. The improved rate increases as the array dimension n increases. Table 2 shows the voopgostl for algorithms of matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the iuwQ and the wQ with various innermost loop indices K, I, and J. From Table 2 , we can see that the algorithm for matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the iuwQ has the smallest voopgostl. In Table 2 , for the wQ, we can see that the algorithm whose innermost loop index is J has smallest voopgostl.
B. The Cost of Cache Effect
Algorithms for matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the wn in w nÀR w nÀQ F F F w I vust order and the iuwn were described in Section 4.1. Table 3 shows the voopgostl for algorithms of matrix-matrix addition/ subtraction based on the iuwn and the wn with various innermost loop indices w nÀR Y w nÀQ Y F F F Y wIY vY uY s, and J. From Table 3 , we can see that the algorithm for matrix-matrix addition/subtraction based on the iuwn has the smallest voopgostl. In Table 3 , for the wn, we can see that the algorithm whose innermost loop index is J has smallest voopgostl. The improved rate of the iuwn with respect to the wn whose innermost loop is j is
for n ! Q. The improved rate is independent of the array dimension n. When m is divisible by r, the improved rate is 0, that is, the number of cache line accessed for the iuwn is the same as that of the wn. When m is not divisible by r, the improved rate is where is the quotient of m Ä r. If m is much lager than r, the improved rate
Discussions. The overall performance of these algorithms should consider the costs of addition/subtraction/ multiplication operators and the cache effect. Assume that the ratios of the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators and the cost of the cache effect to the overall cost of an algorithm are p X I and I À p X I, respectively. From the above analysis, for the wn, the time complexities of the addition/subtraction/multiplication operators and the cache effect for the matrix-matrix addition/subtraction algorithm are ym n and y m r AE Ç m nÀI À Á , respectively. The time complexity of the addition/subtraction/multiplication operators is larger than that of the cache effect. For a fixed array dimension n, the ratio of the cost of addition/ subtraction/multiplication operators increases as the array size m increases. For a fixed array size m, the ratio of the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators is independent of the array dimension n. The overall improved rate for algorithms of matrix-matrix addition/ subtraction based on the iuwn with respect to those of the wn is given in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , for three-and four-dimensional arrays, we have two remarks.
Remark 1.
If m is divisible by r, the overall improved rates for three-and four-dimensional arrays are determined by
The overall improved rate increases as the array size m increases (the ratio p increases as the array size m increases).
Remark 2.
If m is not divisible by r, the overall improved rates for three-and four-dimensional arrays depend on the array size m and the ratio p. When the array size increases from m I to m P , the overall improved rate for three-dimensional arrays increase if the ratio of the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators increases from p I to p P and
is satisfied. The overall improved rate for three-dimensional arrays are constant if
is satisfied. For other cases, the overall improved rates for three-dimensional arrays will decrease. For example, for three-dimensional arrays, when the values of m, r, and p are 10, 4, and p I , respectively, the overall improved rate is
When the values of m, r, and p are 30, 4, and p P , respectively, the overall improved rate is
The overall improved rate increases. If p I HXI and p P HXPH, The overall improved rate is constant. If p P is less than 0.20,
The overall improved rate decreases. For four-dimensional arrays, we have similar observations as those of three-dimensional arrays. From Table 4 , for n-dimensional arrays where n ! S, we have two remarks.
Remark 3. If m is divisible by r, the overall improved rate is determined by I À
For a fixed array dimension n, the overall improved rate increases as the array size m increases (the ratio p increases as the array size m increases). For a fixed array size m, the overall improved rate increases as the array dimension n increases (the ratio p is independent of the array dimension n).
Remark 4.
If m is not divisible by r, for a fixed array dimension n, the overall improved rate depends on the array size m and the ratio p. We have similar observations as those of Remark 2. For a fixed array size m, the overall improved rate increases as the array dimension n increases (the ratio p is independent of the array dimension n). 
Costs for Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Algorithms
A. The Costs of Addition/Subtraction/Multiplication Operators. Algorithms for matrix-matrix multiplication based on the TMR(3) in KIJM order and the EKMR(3) were described in Section 4.2. Table 5 shows the costs of index computations of array elements and array operations for algorithms of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the TMR(n) and the EKMR(n). In Table 5 , for the improve rate, we only consider the effect of the .
From Table 5 , we can see that the costs of index computations of array elements and array operations for algorithms of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the iuwn are less than those based on the wn. In Table 5 , for n Q and 4, the improved rate increases as the array size m increases. For n ! S, the improved rate is
The improved rate increases as the array dimension n or the array size m increases. B. The Cost of Cache Effect. Table 6 shows the voopgostl for algorithms of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the iuwQ and the wQ with various innermost loop indices K, I, J, and M. From Table 6 , we have similar observations as those of Table 2 . Algorithms for matrix-matrix multiplication based on the wn in w nÀR w nÀQ F F F w I vustw H order and the iuwn were described in Section 4.2. Table 7 shows the voopgostl for algorithms of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the iuwn and the wn with various innermost loop indices w nÀR Y w nÀQ Y F F F Y w I Y vY uY sY t and w H . The improved rate of the iuwn with respect to the wn whose innermost loop is j is
for n ! Q. The improved rate is independent of the array dimension n. When m is divisible by r, the improved rate is not 0, which is different from the algorithms of matrixmatrix addition/subtraction operation. Let be the quotient of m Ä r. We have
If m is much lager than r, the improved rate
C. Discussions. From the above analysis, for the wn, the time complexities for the addition/subtraction/multiplication operators and the cache effect are ym nI and y m r AE Ç m n À Á , respectively. The time complexity of the addition/subtraction/multiplication operators is larger than that of the cache effect. For a fixed array dimension n, the ratio of the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication The voopgostl for Algorithms of Matrix-Matrix Multiplication Based on the wn and the iuwn operators increases as the array size m increases. For a fixed array size m, the ratio of the cost of addition/subtraction/ multiplication operators is independent of the array dimension n. The overall improved rate for algorithms of matrix-matrix multiplication based on the iuwn with respect to those of the wn is given in Table 8 . From Table 8 , for three-and four-dimensional arrays, we have the following remark:
Remark 5. The overall improved rates for three-and fourdimensional arrays depend on the array size m and the ratio p. We have similar observations as those of Remark 2.
From Table 8 , for n-dimensional arrays where n ! S, we have two remarks.
Remark 6. For a fixed array dimension n, the overall improved rate depends on the array size m and the ratio p. We have similar observations asthose of Remark 2.
Remark 7. For a fixed array size m, the overall improved rate increases as the array dimension n increases (the ratio p is independent of the array dimension n).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of algorithms for matrixmatrix addition/subtraction and matrix-matrix multiplication array operations, we have implemented those algorithms on three platforms, an IBM RS/6000 with 256MB main memory, a Sun Sparc 20 with 180MB main memory, and an Intel Pentium III 800 PC with 512MB main memory. The algorithms were implemented in C. For the Sun Sparc 20 and Intel Pentium III 800 PC platforms, all C programs were compiled by gcc compilers with/ without the -O3 option. For the IBM RS/6000 platform, we used the cc compiler to compile all C programs with/ without the -O4 option. The array size is set from IH Â IH Â IH to PHH Â PHH Â PHH for the three-dimensional array and from IH Â IH Â IH Â IH to SH Â SH Â SH Â SH for the fourdimensional array. Since Fortran 90 provides a rich set of intrinsic functions for multidimensional array operations, in the experimental test, we also compare the performance of intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and those based on the EKMR scheme on an IBM RS/6000. Table 9 shows the execution time of algorithms for the matrix-matrix addition based on the iuwQ and the wQ. From Table 9 , we can see that the execution time of the algorithm based on the iuwQ is less than that based on the wQ) for all test samples with/without the compiler optimization. In the following discussion, we only consider the cases without the compiler optimization.
For the wQ, we can see that the execution time of algorithms whose innermost loop index is J (ust and sut orders) is less than that of algorithms whose innermost loop index is K or I. These results match the theoretical analysis described in Section 4.3.1. In general, the cache line size is a multiple of 4, such as RY VY F F F Y Rn. From Table 9 , we can see that the overall improved rate of the array size PHH Â PHH Â PHH is larger than that of the array size IHH Â IHH Â IHH and this result matches Remark 1. When the array size increases, the overall improved rate for the Sun Sparc 20 increases, the overall improved rate for the Intel PentiumIII 800PC is constant, and the overall improved rate for the IBM RS/ 6000 decreases. Although it is very difficult to obtain the ratios of the cost of addition/subtraction/multiplication operators and the cost of the cache effect to the overall cost of an algorithm, for this phenomenon, the possible reason was described in Remark 2.
For the matrix-matrix multiplication, based on the wQ, there are 24 loop orders. From the theoretical analysis, we have shown that algorithms whose innermost loop index is J have the best performance. Therefore, in Table 10 , for the wQ, we show the execution time of algorithms whose innermost loop index is J. For other innermost loop indices, we only show the one that has the smallest execution time (without the compiler optimization). From Table 10 , we can see that the execution time of algorithm based on the iuwQ is less than that based on the wQ for all test samples with/without the compiler optimization. In the following discussion, we only consider the cases without the compiler optimization.
For the wQ, in general, the execution time of algorithms whose innermost loop index is J is less than that of algorithms whose innermost loop index is not J. These results match the theoretical analysis described in Section 4.3.2. For the overall improved rates, we have similar observations as those of Table 9 . These observations match Remark 5. However, for the wQ, there are some exceptions. For example, for Sun Sparc 20, the execution time of algorithms whose innermost loop index is J is larger than that of the algorithm in ustw order for the case where the array size is IH Â IH Â IH or IHH Â IHH Â IHH. The reason is that algorithm LoopCost assumes that there will be no cache conflict problem in algorithms [4] , [28] . In practice, the cache conflict may be encountered in algorithms and will influence the overall performance of algorithms.
Performance Comparisons of Array Operations
Based on the iuwR and the wR For the matrix-matrix addition/subtraction, based on the wR, there are 24 loop orders. In Table 11 , we only show the one that has the smallest execution time for the wR. From Table 11 , we can see that the execution time of algorithm based on the iuwR is less than that based on the wR for all test samples with/without the compiler optimization. In the following discussion, we only consider the cases without the compiler optimization.
For the wR, we can see that the algorithm whose innermost loop index is J has the smallest execution time. These results match the theoretical analysis described in Section 4.3.1. In addition, we can see that the overall improved rate of the array size PH Â PH Â PH is larger than that of the array size RH Â RH Â RH. This result matches Remark 3. For the overall improved rates, we have similar observations as those of Table 9 . These results match Remark 4. From Table 9 and Table 11 , we can see that the overall improved rates for four-dimensional arrays are better than those for three-dimensional arrays. These results match Remarks 3 and 4.
For the matrix-matrix multiplication, based on the wR, there are 120 loop orders. From the theoretical analysis, we have shown that algorithms whose innermost loop index is J have the best performance. Therefore, in Table 12 , for the wR, we show the execution time of some algorithms whose innermost loop index is J. For other innermost loop indices, we only show the one that has the smallest execution time (without the compiler optimization). From Table 12 , we can see that the execution time of algorithm based on the iuwR is less than that based on the wR for all test samples with/without the compiler optimization. In the following discussion, we only consider the cases without the compiler optimization.
For the wR, we can see that the algorithm whose innermost loop index is J has the smallest execution time. These results match the theoretical analysis described in Table 9 . These results match Remark 6. From Table 10 and Table 12 , we can see that the overall improved rates for four-dimensional arrays are better than those for three-dimensional arrays. These results match Remark 7.
Performance Comparisons of Fortran 90 Array Intrinsic Functions
Fortran 90 [1] provides a rich set of array intrinsic functions, which operate on elements of multidimensional array objects. These array intrinsic functions are useful in a large number of scientific codes. In general, they can be divided into two categories. In the first category, the array intrinsic functions, such as ALL, MAXVAL, PACK, SUM, etc., focus on the operations in an array. They are usually used to find the maximum or minimum value, do logic operations, and collect some array elements in an array. In the second category, the array intrinsic functions, such as +, -, MERGE, etc., focus on element-to-element operations between two arrays. They are usually used to perform matrix-matrix addition/subtraction, matrix-matrix multiplication, etc. Fortran 90 adopts the column-major data layout to store array elements based on the TMR scheme. To implement these array intrinsic functions based on the EKMR scheme, the EKRM scheme presented in Section 3 needs a slightly modifications. For the iwuQ, the index variable i H is a combination of the index variables i and k and the index variable j H is the same as index variable j. For the iwuR, the index variable i H is a combination of the index variables i and k and the index variable j H is a combination of the index variables l and j. Based on the modified EKMR scheme, we design algorithms for Fortran 90 array intrinsic functions, including ALL, MAXVAL, MERGE, PACK, SUM, and +.
To evaluate the performance of these algorithms based on the EKMR scheme, we implemented these algorithms in Fortran 90, executed them on an IBM RS/6000 machine, and compared the execution time of these algorithms with those provided by the Fortran 90 compiler. Table 13 shows the execution time of the array intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and based on the iuwQ with different array size. From Table 13 , we can see that the execution time of algorithms based on the iuwQ is less than that provided by the Fortran 90 compiler for all test intrinsic functions. Table 14 shows the execution time of the array intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and based on the iuwR with different array size. From Table 14 , we have similar observation as that of Table 13 . In this paper, we have proposed a new scheme, EKMR, for the multidimensional array representation. The main idea of the EKMR scheme is to represent a multidimensional array by a set of two-dimensional arrays. To evaluate the proposed scheme, we designed efficient algorithms for multidimensional array operations, matrix-matrix addition/subtraction, and matrix-matrix multiplications, based on the EKMR and TMR schemes. Both theoretical analysis and experimental test for these array operations were conducted. From the theoretical analysis and experimental results, we can see that array operations based on the EKMR scheme outperform those based on the TMR scheme. The reasons are two-fold. First, the EKMR scheme can decrease the costs of index computations of array elements for array operations because it uses a set of twodimensional arrays to represent a higher dimensional array. Second, the cache miss rate for array operations based on the EKMR scheme is less than that based on the TMR scheme because the number of cache lines accessed by array operations based on the EKMR scheme is less than that based on the TMR scheme. Since Fortran 90 provides a rich set of intrinsic functions for multidimensional array operations, in the experimental test, we also compared the performance of intrinsic functions provided by the Fortran 90 compiler and those based on the EKMR scheme. The experimental results showed that algorithms based on the EKMR scheme outperform those based on the TMR scheme and those provided by the Fortran 90 compiler.
In the future, we plan to work on the following directions:
1. Develop efficient parallel algorithms of array operations based on the EKMR scheme. Some preliminary results can be found in [27] . 2. Develop compression schemes for sparse arrays in the form of the EKMR scheme on sequential and multiprocessor machines. 3. Apply recursive data layout functions to the EKMR scheme to obtain other efficient data layouts for array operations. 4. Develop efficient algorithms of array operations based on the EKMR scheme by using the tiling technique. We believe that these directions are of importance in array operations. F For more information on this or any computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at http://computer.org/publications/dlib.
